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Our availability is posted weekly for your reference only. It does
not include pricing information.

●

We are not a mail order nursery, and do not offer shipping of our
plant material beyond our local delivery area. Local delivery is

Community Page

always available for a small fee to our customers throughout the
Portland-Metro Area.
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viewed only as a general overview of what's in stock. Stock
quantities can change dramatically over a short period of time, so

from a long ways away, are looking for large quantities of an item,

Special Orders
We grow a majority of what we
sell, and can often get larger
quantities of items that we
already have in stock if given
notice of your need a few days
in advance.

or our availability only lists a few of that item in stock.

Current Availability
You can find a general list of our products here, which lists all of the

Search

If you have a large plant list or
landscape plan and need
pricing and availability
information, feel free to drop it
off or fax it to us. We can work
up a plant quote, let you know
what's available, and suggest
reasonable substitutions for
any plants that aren't available.

This availability is subject to constant change, and should be

please call to confirm availability, especially if you are coming
Products

Landscape Plans & Plant

products that we currently carry or that we have carried in the past. Some

We may also be able to order
specific plants that we don't
grow and may not normally
carry or keep large numbers
of, but this is dependent on
many factors, and may not
always be possible or feasible.

of these products may not be readily available, or may be discontinued, so
please keep in mind that this is just a reference..
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If we can't fill your request, we
can usually find a very similar
substitute for the plant that will
work just as well or better.
.

